
The system can be fixed directly to the ceiling by drilling holes in 
the track or can be mounted using the Ceiling Brackets that are 
provided (Bracket-C). Brackets should be placed approximately 
every 36v” to 48” to properly support the system. The bracket 
should be aligned in order for the system to operate correctly.

The Muslin Track System could also be wall mounted using an 
additional wall bracket (Bracket-W). One wall bracket is required 
per every 3ft for a proper hold

Track splices should be used to connect both the straight and 
curved pieces. (Splice-1)

A 90° Corner is available to extend the Muslin Track to wrap 
around your studio wall (MTX-90). When the wall is measured, 
subtract 1.5ft per side to accommodate the corner piece.w 

End Stop Assembly should be placed at the end of the track 
(End-1).  The End Stop Cap can be removed to install the Muslin 
Carrier Hooks (MCH-15).

The Muslin Clip (MC-15), should be utilized to attached a 
non-grommeted backdrop to the track system. One clip is required 
for every 12” for proper support. Place Muslin between the back of 
the clip and the eye of the Clip. Slide upwards to “pinch” the 
vmuslin between the clip. Then hang your Muslin on the Carrier 
Hooks (MCH-15).
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Bracket-C Bracket-W Splice-1 MCH-15

MC-15 END-1 MTX-90 MTX

• All MTX-90 (90 degree corners) are 36” long.

• Each MTX-90 (90 degree corner) accounts for 1 1/2’of space each direction. 
To estimate track along 1 side using two MTX-90 (90 degree corners), you must subtract
a total of 3’ from the total wall space. Therefore, if only one MTX-90 is used, subtract 
1 1/2’ from the total space available. Example: If 8’ is the available space on one side 
and only one MTX-90 is used, you would need one 61/2’ Freedom Cloth® Track 
Section.

• A 10’ wide Freedom Cloth® backdrop takes up 1’ - 1 1/2’ of storage space on the 
system.

• To hang your Freedom Cloth® backdrop, most prefer to use one MCH-15/MC-15 per 
foot of the backdrop 
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